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Queens is the easternmost and largest in area of the five boroughs of New York City.It is geographically
adjacent to the borough of Brooklyn at the southwestern end of Long Island and to Nassau County farther
east on Long Island; in addition, Queens shares water borders with the boroughs of Manhattan and the
Bronx.Coterminous with Queens County since 1899, the borough of Queens is the second ...
Queens - Wikipedia
The Queensâ€“Midtown Tunnel (also sometimes called the Midtown Tunnel) is a vehicular tunnel under the
East River connecting the New York City boroughs of Manhattan and Queens.The west end of the tunnel is
located in the East Side of Midtown Manhattan; it is also the western terminus of Interstate 495, the highway
of which the tunnel is designated.The east end of the tunnel is located in Long ...
Queensâ€“Midtown Tunnel - Wikipedia
All motions filed in Queens Supreme Court-Civil Term, must adhere to the Motion Support rules and the rules
of the assigned judge. Inquiries Regarding Calendered Motions
Motion Support - Civil Division, Queens Supreme Court - N
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT ON-THE-SPOT QUEEN REARING Q: What is on-the-spot
queen rearing? A: On-the-spot queen rearing is an approach to rearing your own, quality queens free without
grafting, while working in your apiary.
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